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January, 2002

Health- With the cold months ahead, KTEN News decided to focus on health stories. It
was our intent to alert viewers about different medical issues that could help viewers cope
with health-related issues and concerns.
• Flu shots are of great importance to many people, especially during the winter

months. KTEN reported that the vaccines had arrived in the area, and advised
viewers where they could go to receive the shots. (January 3rd at Spm, 6pm, and
lOpm)

• Many people make New Year's Resolutions and often the resolutions include losing
weight. KTEN did a package on the best way to follow through with this resolution,
and what "quick fixes" to stay away from while at tile gym. (January 5that 10:00pm)

• Sixteen million Americans are living with diabetes, and millions more may have the
disease, and not even know it. KTEN Newstold viewers about free screenings that
were taking place during the month of January. We also looked at the disease as a
whole, determining what kind of damage it causes, and what can be done to help.
(January gthat 6pm and lOpm)

• After the initial rush to donate blood after. the September 11thattacks, several blood
banks across America are having to deal with blood shortages. This story looked at
where different blood drives were taking place,' and the different problems that the
local blood banks were facing. (January 12that 10:00pm)

• Cancer is also a major concern for millionsofAmericans. The hardships of radiation
treatment and the disease itself can dramatically change lives. KTEN reported on a
cancer retreat that was taking place in our viewing area. We focused on what the
goals of this retreat were, and gave viewers contact numbers and dates informing
them where they would be taking place. (January 19that IO:OOpm).
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February, 2002

Escapees - Four Escapees broke out of the Montague County Jail in late January. Two of
the escapees were serving time for sexually assaulting and killing a Waurika High School
Cheerleader, and the other two were charged with capital murder in the brutal slaying of
an elderly couple. KTEN covered this jailbreak extensively due to the fact that there was
speculation that the escapees could be in our viewing area. We kept viewers up-to-date
with information of these four people, and also looked into the actual jailbreak.

• We informed our viewers about what measures were being taken to capture the
four escapees. We reported where various roadblocks were constructed and what
law enforcements were working the case. KTEN also gave up to the minute
reports on where the escapees were believed to be headed. (February 2nd at
10:30pm)

• The Newsroom showed the pictures of the escapees, and continued to talk to law
enforcement about what had happened, and how citizens could protect themselves
from the escapees. (February 4th at 5pm, 6pm, and lOpm)

• The four escapees were caught after a six and a half hour standoff with police.
The standoff occurred in our viewing area. We gave details of the capture, and
alerted viewers of up to date information on the four escapees.(February 7th at
5pm, 6pm, and lOpm)

• KTEN told viewers how the Carter County Jail was planning on handling the
recently recaptured escapees at their jail. We talked to the sheriff about what
extra precautions were being taken to prevent the escapees from breaking out
again. He assured our viewers that they were being handled with the outmost
care, and there was no cause for concern. (February 8th at 5pm, 6pm, and lOpm)

• There was also a growing concern about the number of jailbreaks that have been
occurring in Texas. Grayson County also had a jailbreak the previous year and
KTEN News went back and covered what had been done at the jail to prevent
future breakouts. We reported that the escape last year was blamed on
performance by jailers that were ranked less than acceptable by investigators, and
that the county had found that some employees failed to do or detect things that
could have prevented the escape. KTEN also told the viewers that action was
going to take place to prevent this from happening in the future. (February 11th at
5pm, 6pm, and lOpm)

• After the escapees were taken back into custody, KTEN continued to cover the
story, following the subsequent charges and trials.



March, 2002

Elections - The State of Texas held primary elections during the month of March, and
KTEN Television covered these races extensively, keeping our viewers up to date with
election information.

• KTEN News alerted the public when and where early voting would take place.
We gave the hours and the location of where viewers could cast their vote, and
told them who was eligible for early voting. One particular item of interest was
that the early voting numbers for the first week were very dismal, and authorities
were worried about the turnout on Election Day. (March 1st at 5pm, 6pm, and
10pm)

• Early voting hours for our viewing area were canceled due to bad weather, and
KTEN reported these closures to our viewers, and kept them up to date as to when
the polls would be open again. (March 2nd at 10pm)

• KTEN News put together an election eve package, alerting viewers to the local
elections, and let them know where they could go to cast their ballots. We also
reported that early voting numbers were up the in the second week, and let
viewers know that over 4% over registered voters took advantage of early voting.
(March 11th at 1Opm)

• On the day of the election, KTEN kept viewers posted with up-to-date election
results throughout the night. We updated elections in Grayson, Fannin, and Lamar
counties, and also kept viewers abreast of all the state-wide election results that
were oflocal interest.(March 12th at 5pm, 6pm, and lOpm)

• On the day after the election, KTEN News did a wrap-up election package, letting
viewers know the finalized election results, and did an interview with a local
election winner. (March 13th at Spm, 6pm, and lOpm)



Issues addressed by KTEN in the coming months

• Baby Boomers Hit Middle Age-The last of the Baby Boomers are reaching their
forties, and discovering the threats to health, comfort and well-being that come
with middle age. KTEN plans to explore these threats, and to offer suggestions
on how to minimize them with exercise, diet and lifestyle.
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